The comments accompanying Proposition (Prop.) 11 ("God ... necessarily exists") in Part I of Spinoza's The Ethics contain sketches of what appear to be at least three more or less distinct ontological arguments. The first of these is problematic even on its own terms. More is true: even the proposition "God exists" (GE), a consequence of Prop. 11, cannot be derived from the definitions and axioms of Part I (the "DAPI") of The Ethics; thus, Prop. 11 cannot be derived from the DAPI, either. To prove these claims, I use an automated deduction system (ADS) to show that Prop. 11 is independent of the DAPI. I then augment the DAPI with some auxiliary assumptions I believe Spinoza would accept and that sustain an automated derivation of (GE). The results illustrate how an ADS can facilitate the analysis of arguments and yield an apparently novel argument cast in the style of Spinoza.
Introduction
This paper has two objectives. The first is to show, from the point of view of modern logic, that one of Spinoza's ontological arguments for Prop. 11 ("God … necessarily exists")1 is not valid.2 The second is to overcome some deficiencies in that argument, yielding a valid (and I believe novel) argument that is arguably sympathetic to Spinoza's intentions. I take no position on whether any proposition in The Ethics3 is true.
Ontological arguments are arguments for the claim that (GE) God exists based on premises that purport to derive from some source other than observation of the world,4 that is, they purport to derive from reason alone.5 They have a long history in the philosophical literature, extending to at least Anselm.6 In what follows, I render "exists" in (GE) as a predicate. It could be argued that "exists" should instead be rendered in terms of the existential quantifier of a first-order language (FOL) . From the perspective of modern logic, rendering "exists" in terms of the existential quantifier of FOL would seem to be "natural". If one adopts this rendering, furthermore, then on a widely held view of the ontological commitments of FOL, (GE) inherits a "natural" interpretation of the ontological commitment of (GE).
The question of how to render "exists" in the context of (ontological) arguments that were formulated well before the era of modern logic, however, remains a subject of debate, for at least two reasons. First, Spinoza's text does not allow us to unproblematically interpret "Exists" as the existential quantifier of FOL. Second, at least prior to Kant many philosophers regarded "existence" as a predicate, especially when "existence" was invoked in ontological arguments.7 Given this difficulty, rendering "exists" as a predicate is more ontologically circumspect than reading "exists" in terms of the existential quantifier.
The expository model of Part I of The Ethics, at least on the surface, appears to be Euclidean: definitions and axioms are first stated, then propositions/theorems are derived using only these definitions and axioms together with a set of inference rules. For the purpose of this paper, I assume as a working hypothesis that Spinoza intended to conform to Euclid's model.
In what follows, furthermore, I adopt a logistic8 approach to Spinoza's text. Taking the logistic approach helps to reveal, among other things, those aspects of an argument (its bare logical form) that do not trade on meanings a concrete argument might assume. Among other things, the logistic approach considers a logic to be a system of uninterpreted symbols, variously combinable and derivable according to a set of formation and derivation/inference rules.
Important features of the logistic method appear explicitly even in Aristotle's theory of syllogism.9 That account abstracts the bare logical form of an argument from concrete instantiations of that form. For example, All men are mortal. Socrates is a man. Therefore, Socrates is mortal. has the logical form All A are B. C is A. Therefore, C is B.
A logistic abstraction of an argument evidently has no warrant to infer meanings as such, because it does not deal with meanings. For example, if in an argument the predicate "in itself" is attributed to an entity, x, from the logistic point of view we have no warrant on the basis of that attribution to infer that x is "self-caused", because the inference from "in itself" to "self-caused" involves some consideration of meaning.
It might be objected, of course, that a logistic approach to Spinoza's text could hardly claim to yield a complete picture of what Spinoza intended. I readily agree. That objection, however, is not about whether the logistic method can provide insight, but only about whether the logistic method can capture all insights of interest, into Spinoza's view.
To facilitate the logistic approach in this paper, I use an automated deduction system (ADS)10 that implements the logistic approach. In particular, I use two closely related ADS tools, prover9 and mace4.11 mace4 is a software framework that searches for finite models12 of a finite set of propositions expressed in a first-order language.13 prover9 is a software framework that searches for derivations of a set of first-order propositions from another set of first-order propositions, given a set of derivation rules. prover9 shares much of the syntax of mace4.14 Section 2.0 of this paper shows that the first argument sketch following the statement of Prop. 1115, which I will call "Spinoza's first ontological argument" (SFOA), is not, when considered from a logistic point of view, valid. Section 3.0 then tackles the more speculative task of overcoming the deficiencies identified in Section 2.0. More specifically, Section 3.0 shows that Prop. 716 ("Existence belongs to the nature of substances"), which Spinoza invokes in SFOA, can be derived from the definitions and axioms of Part I of The Ethics (the "DAPI") conjoined with some auxiliary assumptions that I believe Spinoza would likely accept. Section 3.0 also shows that, without using/implying Prop. 7, (GE) can be derived from the DAPI conjoined with a set of auxiliary assumptions that are subset of those required to derive Prop. 7. Much of the low-level detail of the arguments in this paper is relegated to Appendices. There are two good reasons for this structure. First, understanding the detail in the Appendices is not essential for understanding the general structure and flow of the arguments in this paper. Second, the low-level detail is too large to fit in a normal journal article: it spans ~270 pages. The Appendices are available in Suplement to this article.17
The scripts used in this work were executed on a Dell Inspiron 545 containing an Intel Core2 Quad CPU Q8200 (clocked @ 2.33 GHz) and 8.00 GB RAM, running under the Windows Vista Home Premium /Cygwin and Windows 10/Cygwin operating environments. Each script mentioned in this paper, when executed on these platforms, produced a solution in less than 0.1 second. 
Rendering the DAPI in an automated deduction framework
The contents of the DAPI were rendered in the mace4 framework (see Figure 1) . Whether any rendering of a given set of natural-language sentences is captured in a set of first-order language expressions -in this case, in the mace4 language -can be assessed only through informed inspection.23
That said, at least one issue in Figure 1 merits special attention: What role, if any, does modality play in the DAPI? To make that question well posed, we must first be clear what we mean by "modality". At least some terms etymologically related to modal qualifiers (e.g., "necessarily P", "possibly P", where P is a proposition, a la CFML) appear in the DAPI -in particular, in Definitions VII and VIII, and Axiom III. Moreover, several philosophers24 have taken at least some occurrences of "necessarily" in Anselm's ontological argument(s)25 to be modal qualifiers in the sense of at least one of the modal logics discussed in CFML. Thus, it would seem that an adequate rendition of the DAPI would have to consider whether modal qualifiers in the sense of CFML are in play in the DAPI.
There is no question that modal qualifiers are in play in at least some ontological arguments, and Anselm's formulation(s) may be the paradigms of such. How to capture, in those cases, how modal qualifiers play in those contexts is an important and very interesting question. Do all ontological arguments require the use of modal qualifiers in the sense of CFML? At least some don't.26 We therefore have to assess, for any given ontological argument, whether it actually depends modal qualifiers in the sense of CFML.
In this paper, I assume as a working hypothesis that modal qualifiers in the sense of CFML play no role in the DAPI proper, i.e., as the DAPI are articulated in pages 45-46 of The Ethics, for two reasons. First, one could provisionally adopt any working hypothesis in order to investigate what effect it might have on an analysis of "Spinoza's" views. All other suffering being the same, under that provision we suspend judgment, for the immediate purposes of the analysis, about whether the hypothesis "faithfully reflects Spinoza's views". Second, nowhere do the occurrences of nominally "modal" language in Spinoza's formulation of the DAPI proper unambiguously imply that "modal" language is being used as a modal qualifier in the sense of CFML. One could, of course, choose to interpret some of Spinoza's use of nominally modal language in a way that uses modal qualifiers in the sense of CFML. Such a choice is itself a working hypothesis. In any case, for the remainder of this paper I reserve the term "DAPI" to mean the axioms and definitions rendered in the mace4 statements in Figure 1 . The DAPI in this reserved sense are evidently nonmodal in the sense of CFML. Attribute(x) <-> IntPercAsConstEssSub(x) # label("Definition IV: attribute"). % Definition V. Mode. By mode, I mean the modifications of substance, % or that which exists in, and is conceived through, something % something other than itself.
mode").
% Definition VI. God. By God, I mean a being absolutely infinite.
% Definition VI. Absolutely infinite. ... that is, a substance consisting in infinite % attributes, of which each expresses eternal and infinite essentiality.
# label("Definition VI: absolutely infinite").
% Definition VII. Free. That thing is called free, which exists solely by the % necessity of its own nature, and of which the action is determined by itself alone.
# label("Definition VII: free").
% Definition VII. Necessary. ... that thing is necessary, or rather constrained, which is % determined by something external to itself to a fixed and definite method of % existence or action.
# label("Definition VII: necessary").
% Definition VIII. Eternity. By eternity, I mean existence itself, in so far as it % is conceived necessarily to follow solely from the definition of that which is % eternal.
eternity").
% AXIOMS % Axiom I. Everything which exists, exists either in itself % or in something else.
% Axiom II. That which cannot be conceived through itself must % be conceived through something else.
% Axiom III. From a given definite cause an effect necessarily % follows; and, on the other hand, if no definite % cause be granted, it is impossible that an effect % can follow.
% Axiom IV. The knowledge of an effect depends on and involves % the knowledge of a cause.
KnowledgeOfEffect(x,y) <-> KnowledgeOfACause(x) # label("Axiom IV: The knowledge of an effect depends on and involves the knowledge of a cause"). Figure 1: A mace4 script for the DAPI. A percent (%) mark at the beginning of a line delimits a comment. For the purpose of this paper, a mace4 statement is any non-blank sequence of characters that does not begin with a % sign and which ends with a period. The mace4 statements shown in this Figure are intended to be sentences in a first-order language. More specifically, "<->" (if and only if), "->" (implies), "&" (and), "|" (or), "=" (identity), "!=" (not identical), and "-" (not) are standard first-order connectives.27 x and y are first-order variable names.28 All variables, unless otherwise specified, are (implicitly) universally quantified.29 Strings of the form "# label (…)" are tag-phrases that mace4 transmits in various ways through a mace4 analysis.
The content of such tags can be formulated in such a way that they help facilitate traceability of the use of the tagged statement in a derivation or a model construction. Each mace4 statement in this Figure is preceded by a comment containing a literal copy of the text30 that the mace4 sentence immediately following that comment is intended to represent. The comments "% BEGIN BLOCK A" and "% END BLOCK A" delimit a sequence that is incorporated by reference in subsequent scripts in this paper.31
The DAPI are consistent
It's important to determine at the outset whether a given axiomatization is consistent; if it is not, "anything" is derivable from it.32 How can we show that the DAPI are consistent? A fundamental theorem of model theory tells us that to show a theory is consistent, it suffices to show that there is a model of that theory.33 Informally, a model of a set of sentences is a universe, together with a mapping of those sentences that renders the sentences "true" in that universe. What is permitted as a universe can be almost anything that is internally consistent in at least one possible world: the universe of a model need not, and in practice often does not, bear any relationship to what someone might regard as the "natural" meaning for a set of axioms and definitions. Indeed, from the perspective of model theory, there is no privileged meaning of a set of sentences expressed as a set of uninterpreted symbols.34 To show that the DAPI are consistent, therefore, it suffices to show that there is a model of the DAPI. Appendix 11 documents in detail a model of the DAPI Chang and Keisler, Model Theory) . As such, these models, including their domains, have no topic-specific meaning outside of the concepts of model theory. Therefore, the elements of the domain of such models do not "represent" anything that is topic-specific outside that theory.
that is generated by mace4. Informally, here's a sketch, using Appendix 11 as an example, of how to read the mace4 proofs used in this paper.35 Figure 2 is an excerpt from Appendix 11. 35 The example does not imply that one must perform a manual confirmation of all models produced by mace4. Such an effort would be, even for some relatively small axiom systems, intractable. Worse, this kind of issue backs into questions about whether we can comprehensively verify software (see, for example, Horner and Symons, "Software errors"). Addressing questions about the reliability of a given software system, unless we already have definite, assignable reasons for doubting that reliability, is beyond the scope of this paper.
Refer to Figure 2 . Given the way mace4 executions are configured for this paper, a mace4 output has several sections. In the order they appear, these sections include:
1a processing header, whose beginning delimiter contains the string "Mace 4" and whose ending delimiter contains the string "end of head". This section contains software version number information, process and platform identifiers, a run date-time, and part of the command string used to invoke mace4. You don't need this information to be able to informally understand the models mace4 produces, but it is useful for configuration management purposes.
2an input section, whose beginning delimiter contains the string "INPUT" and whose ending delimiter contains the string "end of input". This section echos the content of the file input to mace4. It is useful for reference and configuration management purposes, but typically you will not need it to informally understand the models mace4 produces.
3a list of "non-clausal formulas" that occur in the "INPUT" section. The beginning delimiter of the "non-clausal formulas" section contains the string "PROCESS NON-CLAUSAL FORMULAS" is a list the formulas in the "INPUT" section that mace4 will translate to a logically equivalent clausal form that facilitates mace4's search for a model. Understanding the details of the translation from formulas of the kind that appear in the "INPUT" section to mace4's clausal form is not required for an informal understanding the models mace4 produces. mace4 translates all the formulas in the "INPUT" section into that clausal form.
4a clausal translation section, whose beginning delimiter contains the string "CLAUSES FOR SEARCH" and whose ending delimter contains the string "end of clauses for search". This section contains mace4's translation of the formulas described in (3) to mace4's clausal form. In order to show that such a sentence is "true", it suffices to show that at least one disjunct in that setence is true.
5a model-description section that is produced if mace4 finds a model. The model-description section has a beginning delimiter that contains the string "DOMAIN SIZE n" (where n is an integer greater than 0; in the example, n = 2. In the example, the two domain elements are the integers 0 and 1). This modeldescription section contains the fundamental description of the model of interest. Further information on how to read this section are contained in the narrative below.
6a process-exit summary, only a portion of which ("Exiting with 1 model") is shown in Figure 2 . For the purposes of an informal understanding of the models that mace4 produces, the phrase "Exiting with 1 model" is important. It confirms that mace4 has found a model. If mace4 executed correctly, that information is sufficient to show that there is a model of the set of sentences (in the example, the information shows that the DAPI conjoined with the negation of (GE)) has a model.
If the phrase "Exiting with 1 model" in the process-exit summary (see (6) above) is sufficient to convince you that a model of mace4's input exists, you can skip the remainder of the narrative in this section (Section 2.1). Else, here's a sketch of how to "manually" confirm that mace4 has found a model of input. First, consider a sentence in the input to mace4. For illustration, let's choose the first such sentence
in the PROCESS NON-CLAUSAL FORMULAS section of the mace4 output. Note that this sentence comes directly from Figure 1 . mace4 translates this sentence into a sequence of sentences, and reports that translation in the CLAUSES FOR SEARCH section. The first sentence in that translation happens to be
In the DOMAIN SIZE 2 section, locate the subheader SelfCaused :
Under the "SelfCaused :" subheader, the first line lists the possible values mace4 has determined that variable x could be assigned in this model. Under the (x = ) "0" and under the (x = ) "1" that occurs above the dashed line, the value "0" appears below the dashed line. This means that mace4 has assigned the expression "SelfCaused (0)" and "SelfCaused(1) " the value "0", which for the purposes of the example, we can interpret as "SelfCaused (0)' and 'SelfCaused(1)' are assigned the truth-value FALSE". That is, under this assignment, the first disjunct of
is "TRUE" for all possible values of x (0 or 1). Thus, at least one disjunct in the sentence shown is TRUE, and therefore that entire sentence is TRUE. That means that under the assignment mentioned,
is satisfied by the model mace4 produces in this example.
Repeat the prodecure sketched above for all the sentences in the CLAUSES FOR SEARCH section. If all these sentences evaluate to TRUE, there is a model for the INPUT section for mace4, or equivalently, all the formulas in the INPUT section have a model.
Because all the mace4 scripts in the Appendices are highly similar to the one in Appendix 11, they can all be interpreted by following the rubric sketched above.
(GE) cannot be derived from the DAPI
Could at least (GE), which is a (non-modal) implication of Prop. 11 in any of the modal logics described in CFML be derived from the DAPI? Whatever Spinoza may have had in mind, it seems highly likely that Df. VI of the DAPI ("By God, I mean ... a substance consisting in infinite attributes, of which each expresses eternal and infinite essentiality"),36 would play some role in a more explicit derivation. From Def. VI, at least, we could derive that "God is substance", and from that, together with Prop. 7, we could derive (GE). To deny that God exists, therefore, would be, by modus tollens, to deny that God is substance, which would contradict Df. VI, an "absurdity" in the sense Spinoza appears to use that term in SFOA.
We thus might hope, by careful textual analysis, to flesh out the sketch in SFOA along the lines he suggests in order to show (GE). But no search for a derivation of (GE) from the DAPI proper, I will argue, is possible, because (GE), which is an implication of Prop. 11, cannot be derived from the DAPI.
In model theory, a sentence B is independent of a set of sentences A if there is a model in which
is "true".37
To prove the independence of (GE) from the DAPI, therefore, it suffices to show that there is a model that satisfies the DAPI and also satisfies the negation of (GE). Figure 3 shows the mace4 script used to show the independence of (GE) from the DAPI. Executing the mace4 script shown in Figure 2 produces the model shown in Appendix 1. Thus, (GE), and therefore by the Deduction Theorem, Prop. 11 ("God … necessarily exists"), cannot be derived from the DAPI.
Prop. 7 cannot be derived from the DAPI
SFOA invokes Prop. 7 ("Existence is involved in the nature of substances").38 For the purposes of this paper, I assume as a working hypothesis that Prop. 7 can be captured by (SE) If x is/has substance, x exists If we assume (SE), a concise argument for (GE) follows. In particular:
a God is absolutely infinite (Df. VI). b If x is absolutely infinite, then x has substance (Df. VI). c By (a) and (b), God has substance. d If x is/has substance, x exists (SE). e By (c) and (d), God exists (GE). Figure 4 is not literally identical to SFOA, but if we recast it as a proof by contradiction, beginning with the assumption "God does not exist" (negation of (e) in Figure 3 ), the recasting implies the equivalent of the SFOA. If (SE) can be derived from the DAPI (Spinoza thinks he has shown as much39), the derivation of (GE) shown in Figure 3 would follow from the DAPI alone.
I now show that (SE) cannot be derived from the DAPI by showing that (SE) is independent of the DAPI. To prove the independence of (SE) from the DAPI, it suffices to show that there is a model that satisfies the DAPI and also satisfies the negation of (SE).40 Figure 5 is a mace4 script that can be used to show the independence of (SE) from the DAPI. -( Substance(x) -> Exists(x) ) # label("Negation of (SE).").
end_of_list. Appendix 2 depicts a model, produced by the script shown in Figure 5 , that shows the independence of (SE) from the DAPI. Thus, (SE) does not follow from the DAPI. Given this result, by the Deduction Theorem, Prop. 7 does not follow from the DAPI, either. Thus Prop. 7, contrary to what Spinoza suggests, does not help us to derive (GE).
3 Can the deficiencies (of SFOA) identified in Section 2.0 be overcome?
Section 2.0 shows that, taken as formulated, SFOA is not valid. Can these deficiencies be overcome without doing violence to Spinoza's idiom? This question is challenging in several ways. First, from a purely logistic point of view, it has no unique answer, because "Spinoza's idiom", broadly conceived, presumably concerns at least some issues of meaning, and the logistic approach contains no warrant for preferring any meaning over any other. Second, what is meant by "doing violence to Spinoza's idiom" may lie partly in the mind of the perceiver. To be sure, the discovery of ways to redeem SFOA is not a mechanical process. Third, historical texts often underdetermine interpretation.
Those challenges stipulated, at least three desiderata are in play in any selection of candidate auxiliary assumptions to be used for this purpose. The candidate auxiliary assumptions should: D1. when conjoined with the DAPI, imply (GE). D2. be formulated in such a way that they would be regarded as "nearly" definitional or tautological when considered in the context of Spinoza's philosophy. D3. be independent of BLOCK A (see Figure 1 ) conjoined with the remaining auxiliary assumptions.
Given (D1) -(D3), consider the Auxiliary Assumptions shown in Figure 6 .41
# label("Auxiliary assumption 1: if x is/has substance, x is a being").
InItself(x) -> SelfCaused(x) # label("Auxiliary assumption 4: if x is in itself, x is self-caused").
Being(x) -> HasEssence(x) # label("Auxiliary assumption 7: If x has being, then x has essence"). 41 Other Auxiliary Assumptions candidates may be possible. I formulated the Assumptions shown in Figure 6 by conjecture and testing. To say more is to say less. (For the purpose of this paper, the labels "Auxiliary assumption N", where N = 1, 4, 7, 8 , are arbitrary unique labels. There is no significance to the fact that N has just these values and no others, such as 2, 3, 5, or 6.) I think it likely that Spinoza would have accepted Auxiliary Assumptions 1, 4, 7, and 8, for the following reasons:
i.
Auxiliary Assumptions 1 and 7 were widely held by the Aristotelian Scholastics42 and Spinoza was deeply aware of (but hardly committed to) the Scholastic tradition.43 ii.
The predicates of the hypotheses of Auxiliary Assumptions 4 and 8 are arguably what Spinoza would have regarded as involving the meaning of the respective predicates of the consequents of those Assumptions.
Before proceeding, it's worth asking whether there is a more succinct representation of the DAPI and Auxiliary Assumptions 1, 4, 7, 8. (If a more succinct representation were within easy reach, we would likely want to use it.) In its most general form, however, this question is not well-posed, because it is always "possible" that some more general representation of the DAPI conjoined with Auxiliary Assumptions 1, 4, 7, and 8 might be found in the future. We can replace this ill-formed question with a more modest one that is well-posed by asking instead whether the members of a theory T (here, the DAPI conjoined with Auxiliary Assumptions 1, 4, 7, and 8) are independent. If they are, none can be derived from rest.44 Such a result would imply that given these sentences as is, there can be no more concise representation of T than that given by the sentences of T (i.e., none of the sentences can be deleted from T without loss). Jointly, Appendices 3, 4, 5, 6, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] imply that the individual formulae in the DAPI and each of Auxiliary Assumptions 1, 4, 7, and 8, as formulated, are independent. Thus, there is no more concise representation of this collection of propositions, i.e, none can be discarded without loss of implicational content.
3.1 (SE) can be derived from the DAPI conjoined with the Auxiliary Assumptions 1, 4, 7, and 8 Figure 7 shows a prover9 script that can derive (SE) from the DAPI conjoined with Auxiliary Assumptions 1, 4, 7, and 8. A prover9 script45 for generating a derivation of (SE) from the DAPI conjoined with Auxiliary Assumptions 1, 4, 7, and 8. Figure 8 shows a mace4 script that can be used to derive the independence of (SE) from the DAPI conjoined with Auxiliary Assumptions 4, 7, and 8.
(SE) is independent of the DAPI conjoined with Auxiliary Assumptions 4, 7, and 8
formulas(theory).
% INSERT BLOCK A here.
% Insert Auxiliary Assumptions 4, 7, and 8 here.
% Negate Prop. 7.
-(Substance(x) -> Exists(x)).
end_of_list. Figure 8 : A mace4 script that shows (SE) is independent of the DAPI conjoined with Auxiliary Assumptions 4,7, and 8 (i.e., (SE) is independent of the assumptions used to derive (GE)).
Without using/implying (SE), the DAPI conjoined with Auxiliary Assumptions 4, 7, and 8 imply (GE)
It turns out that if we conjoin to the DAPI with Auxiliary Assumptions 4,7, and 8, (GE) follows without implying (SE). Figure 9 shows a prover9 script that generates such a derivation. Appendix 8 shows the resulting derivation of (GE). end_of_list.
formulas(goals).
% Prop 11 (GE)
Exists(a).
end_of_list.
Figure 9: A prover9 script using the DAPI and Auxiliary Assumptions 4, 7, and 8 that implies (GE).
Because the proof generated by the script shown in Figure 9 is a major result of this paper, let's unpack at least some of the details of that proof. Refer to Figure 10 , which contains an excerpt from the prover9 output corresponding to the input file listed in Figure 9 . SelfCaused(x) <-> EssenceInvExistence(x) & NatureConcOnlyByExistence(x) # label("Definition I: self-caused").
FiniteAfterItsKind(x) <-> CanBeLimitedBy(x,y) & SameKind(x,y) # label("Definition II:
finite after its kind").
Substance(x) <-> InItself(x) & ConceivedThruItself(x) # label("Definition III:
substance").
Attribute(x) <-> IntPercAsConstEssSub(x) # label("Definition IV: attribute").
Mode ( Eternity(x) <-> ExistConcFollowFromDefEternal(x) # label("Definition VIII: eternity").
Exists(x) <-> ExistsIn(x,x) | ExistsIn(x,y) & x != y # label("Axiom I").
-ConceivedThru(x,x) -> ConceivedThru(x,y) & x != y # label("Axiom II").
DefiniteCause(x) -> EffectNecessarilyFollowsFrom(y,x) & (-DefiniteCause(x) -> -Effect
NecessarilyFollowsFrom(y,x)) # label("Axiom III").
KnowledgeOfEffect(x,y) <-> KnowledgeOfACause(x) # label("Axiom IV: The knowledge of an effect depends on and involves the knowledge of a cause").
HaveNothingInCommon ( CanBeConceivedAsNonExisting(x) -> -EssenceInvExistence(x) # label("Axiom VII").
Being(x) -> HasEssence(x) # label("Auxiliary assumption 7: If x has being, then x has essence").
EssenceInvExistence(x) & HasEssence(x) -> Exists(x) # label("Auxiliary assumption 8:
if the essence of x involves the existence of x and x has essence, then x exists").
God(a).
end_of_list.
Exists(a) # label("Prop. XI: God exists").
====================================== end of input ================================= . . .
THEOREM PROVED
Exiting with 1 proof.
. . .
Figure 10:
An extract from the proof of (GE) that is generated by prover9, using the file shown in Figure 9 as input. The full output of prover9 for this case is contained in Appendix 8. ". . ." signifies text in the original that I deleted.
Here's how to read Figure 10 . prover9 first translates some of the input file (in this case, the DAPI, together with a proposition to be derived) to a set of sentences in a specific clausal form that is logically equivalent to sentences input to prover9. Locate the PROOF section in Figure 10 . Each of the clausal sentences in the PROOF section of Figure 10 is part of a translation of prover9's inputs to prover9's clausal form. Each line in the proof begins with a line number. The line numbers of the first few lines in the proof shown in Figure 10 , for example, are "1","3", and "6". (It is not significant that the line numbers have some "gaps".)
By default, prover9 proofs are proofs by contradiction. Here's a narrative of the details of the PROOF section in Figure 10 . x and y are variables and are universally quantified. prover9 universally converts "P → Q" to "-P | Q". The "resolution inference rule" mentioned below is a generalization of modus ponens.46 
Discussion and conclusions
The results of Sections 2.0 and 3.0 yield several conclusions. An ADS can facilitate showing
